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2010 in August as Batman in the hall of fame when he was speaking of his recommenders are silently behind watching all this Pippin
said: "MJ, you have a lot of people's lives, but no one like me. Who would have thought 23 years ago this number 23 will be my
referrals?" half a year after the United Center Pippen with his wife and children witnessed the bulls as he held the unveiling ceremony
of and in the winter of 2005 the Bulls held a grand ceremony for Pippin's jersey retirement ceremony he was once side by side with
Jordan and coach Jackson < p > Jordan, Rodman, Phil, Scottie Pippen 7 years later reunited United Center as if returned to the
invincible Dynasty years,< p > Jordan said: "he (Scottie) as is my brother, we together for the past 10 years, he helped me to become
the best player." that night and Jordan together he first became the protagonist the rest of life in Chicago < p > all this is but a late
adoption in 1998 from bull before Pippen had hoped that teams will be his 33 jersey retired but brutally rejected Pippen was once
very sad,< p > because investment failure after retirement Pippen 1:00 into economic difficulties can frequently moonlighting in
commercial activities around misappropriating,even had to drop worth to Finland, Sweden, these small league gold < p > but Batman
may have long been accustomed to the heavy this adversity, accompanied by the shadow of life not many people can understand the
misery, his heart, like many ordinary kids, he has 12 children from a small town in the state of Arkansas, where he has children who
can only sustain one's normal family for years. < p > when his high school's father suddenly stroke can only be in a wheelchair and a
loss of language ability Pippen almost therefore give up their favorite basketball,and when high school graduation when the height of
only 181cm Pippin did not get any university scholarship < p > good high school coach Wayne request in Arkansas to Scottie Pippen
in reformatory way into the team since Scottie Pippen on teammate laundry wash socks, clean up the arena and logistical support of
life,< p > University last year and in training camp in the performance that Pippen reputation reputations bulls in 1987 with eight CIS
nice pick in the Baltic from Seattle in exchange for 5 show Scottie Pippen,rookie season Pippin thin become bulls striker Brad
Sellers's backup after a season of second years of experience honed 16 substitute Pippin then secured a first and Jordan grew from
two to become the best helper Chizha alliance Fengcheng group of two 6 7 inch ruler Pippin's extremely comprehensive he can like
all small forward as the team Cuichengbazhai can launch the team's attack like a point guard.
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